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Improved Load Shedding Scheme considering
Distributed Generation
Kaushik Das, Student Member, IEEE, Antonios Nitsas, Müfit Altin, Member, IEEE,
Anca D Hansen, Member, IEEE, and Poul E Sørensen, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—With high penetration of distributed generation
(DG), the conventional under-frequency load shedding (UFLS)
face many challenges and may not perform as expected. This
article proposes new UFLS schemes, which are designed to
overcome the shortcomings of traditional load shedding scheme.
These schemes utilize directional relays, power flow through
feeders, wind and PV measurements to optimally select the
feeders to be disconnected during load shedding such that DG
disconnection is minimized while disconnecting required amount
of consumption. These different UFLS schemes are compared in
terms of frequency response, amount of consumption and DG
disconnected during load shedding.
Index Terms—Under-frequency load shedding, distributed generation, optimization
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wind turbine
photovoltaic
distributed generation
under-frequency load shedding
transmission system operator
distribution system operator
root mean square error
normalised root mean square error
frequency.
nominal frequency (50 Hz for test system).
rate of change of frequency also denoted as
df req/dt
active power in MW.
active power at nominal frequency f req0 in
MW.
reactive power in MVAR.
reactive power at nominal frequency f req0 in
MVAR.
frequency sensitivity parameter w.r.t P
frequency sensitivity parameter w.r.t Q
tth time instant
measurement
forecast
ith feeder
sum for all the feeders
consumption in MW
wind generation in MW
solar PV generation in MW
load shedding stage number
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consumption to be disconnected in each load
shedding stage in %
vector representing the switching status of the
feeders
wind speed
solar insolation
guassian distribution of error
mean of η
standard deviation of η
unknown vector for DG Estimation
measurement vector for DG Estimation
matrix of co-efficients between measurement
and unknown vectors
score or priority for the feeders
estimate
I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE penetration of renewable generation has been increasing significantly all over the world, and expected to
reach more than 20% of the total system generation in Europe
by 2020 [1]. High proportion of these generation units are
connected to the distribution systems and are referred to as
Distributed Generations (DGs). The integration of DGs in the
power systems offers several benefits, like reducing congestions and losses in the lines and feeders. Due to improvement
in technologies and reducing costs, renewable energy sources
are becoming more common choices among the DG options.
This also has added benefit of low environmental impact.
However, high penetration of DG like wind generations and
PV generations may also challenge reliability and security of
power system.
In order to have stable operation of a power system, it
is essential to keep the frequency within the nominal operating ranges. However, a severe disturbance like loss of
a large generating unit can cause fast decline of frequency
which can result in frequency instability. In order to limit
the frequency from going too low, frequency containment
reserves are deployed from dedicated generators. If these
reserves are exhausted or unable to contain the frequency, the
system enters in an emergency state. Special defence strategies
employing system protection schemes called special protection
systems (SPS) are employed to defend against instabilities in
emergency state. Under-frequency load shedding is one such
SPS which is considered as last resort to prevent frequency
instability [2]. ENTSO-E recommendation for UFLS for European networks is shown in Fig. 1 [3]. It can be observed from
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Fig. 1 that minimum load shedding is recommended to start
at 49 Hz and multiple steps of load shedding are continued
until 48.1 Hz as represented by the red region. However, load
shedding from 49.2 until 48.6 (as represented by the green
region) is desirable.
Although it should be noted that UFLS is the last resort
to contain frequency decline and it causes economic loss
and consumer discomfort. UFLS is generally performed by
automatically disconnecting the feeders at distribution substations. Disconnecting feeders with large penetration of DG may
disconnect substantial amount of generation. Consequently, the
required amount of load disconnection as per design requirements (e.g. Fig. 1) is not achieved. Traditional load shedding
relays do not consider this effect. Thus high penetration of DG
advocates for advanced UFLS approach which would take DG
into account [4].
In literature, there have been several works on UFLS. Delfino

Fig. 1. ENTSO-E Recommendation for UFLS

et. al. [5] have compared traditional, semi-adaptive and adaptive load shedding schemes. Anderson et. al. [6], Rudez et.
al. [7], [8] proposed an adaptive UFLS scheme using rate of
change of frequency. Terzija [9] proposed an adaptive UFLS
scheme considering magnitude of disturbance. Ceja-Gomez
et. al. [10] solved UFLS problem using integer programming
whereas, Luan et. al. [11] used genetic algorithm. Manson
et. al. [12] have provided a case study of UFLS scheme
considering communication challenges as well. Reddy et. al.
[13] uses PMU based sensitivity study to find location and
amount of load to be shed. Mullen et. al. [14] and [15]
proposed smart grid approaches for UFLS. However, these
UFLS schemes do not take into account effects of high
penetration of DG in their schemes. Therefore, during load
shedding these methods may disconnect substantial amount of
DG.
Recently some works have been done regarding UFLS considering DG. Liu et. al. [16] proposed an UFLS method
where DG provides active power support to alleviate underfrequency problem. Xu et. al. [17] classified DG into different
categories for their applicability for UFLS. Malekpour et.
al. [18] optimized loads and losses to be minimum with
integration of DG. Mahat et. al. [19] stabilized the frequency
in an islanded system consisting of DG. However, all these
methods suffer from an important drawback that none of
these methods consider that if substantial amount of DG is
disconnected during UFLS, frequency response will be very

poor and may lead to frequency instability in extreme cases.
These methods do not consider amount of DG connected to
any feeder before disconnecting it. “IEEE Guide for the Application of Protective Relays Used for Abnormal Frequency
Load Shedding and Restoration” [4], has clearly mentioned
that tripping feeders that have active DG certainly diminishes
the beneficial affect of load shedding, and can even have
negative impact by eliminating sources of generation that
supports system inertia. Therefore, in this article, novel load
shedding schemes are developed which try to minimize the
amount of DG disconnection while disconnecting the required
amount of consumptions.
This article develops and compares different new UFLS
schemes which take into consideration the amount of DG
connected to the feeders in real-time. These UFLS schemes
basically are - i) traditional method using static relay ii)
directional relay based UFLS using power flow direction in the
feeders, iii) novel UFLS scheme using power flow magnitude
and direction, iv) novel UFLS scheme using power flow and
DG data respectively. In order to use DG data, amount of
DG connected to each feeder are estimated using power flow
data. Based on the real-time estimation of the amount of DG
connected, each feeder is prioritized for UFLS. Following
prioritization, feeders are selected for load shedding. It has
been observed that this selection of feeders is a combinatorial optimization problem. These methods are studied and
compared on a test transmission system in which distribution
networks are incorporated. In order to validate the results
over large wind and PV generation scenarios, monte carlo
simulations [20] are run.
The paper is organised as following: Section II describes
the power system model. Section III discusses different load
shedding schemes. Section IV provides the results from the
simulations. Section V concludes the paper.
II. P OWER S YSTEM M ODEL
The transmission network model developed by Akhmatov
et. al. [21] (as shown in Fig. 2 ) is used for studies. Total
generation capacity of this synthetic transmission system is
7080 MW whereas demand of the system is 6060 MW. In
order to study the effects of load shedding on this transmission
system, 4 different loads (LD1, LD2, LD3 and LD4) as
shown in Fig. 2 at 4 different locations in the network are
replaced with distribution networks. Distribution networks can
be represented with aggregated feeders as discussed by Goksu
et. al. [22]. In this paper, distribution networks are modelled as
combination of feeders with aggregated loads, PV generation
and wind generation in each feeders as shown in Fig. 3. This
distribution system is modelled as a 110 kV substation where
loads are modelled as aggregated loads connected to 11 20 kV
feeders. 6 of these feeders are connected to residential loads,
4 feeders are connected to commercial loads and 1 feeder has
industrial loads connected to it.
Wind generations are modelled as IEC 61400-27 Type 1
generic wind turbine [23] and PV generations are modelled
using standard models provided by DigSilent PowerFactory
[24]. However, it should be noted that the model as well as
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hence available wind power generation for these 4 different
locations are modelled using CorWind model [25]. Whereas,
PV generation are modelled based on the data provided by
Belgian TSO, ELIA for different locations in Belgium network
[26]. Under-frequency disconnection settings of the DG is
set on 47.5 Hz according to the ENTSO-E Network Code
Requirements for Connection [27]; the grid code connection
requirements for small generators in Denmark (current rating
16 A or lower) [28] and the grid code connection requirements
for Wind and PV plants above 11 kW in Denmark [29], [30].
Disconnection of a large generator in the transmission network
is simulated in order to simulate large frequency drop in the
system. The UFLS scheme is designed in this article based
on the minimum load shedding recommendations as shown in
Fig. 1. The applied settings are given in Table II. Frequency
TABLE II
R ECOMMENDATION FOR U NDER - FREQUENCY L OAD S HEDDING
Stage(k)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Frequency [Hz]
49
48.8
48.6
48.4
48.2
48.1

Minimum Load Shedding Amount(Ak )
5%
10%
10%
10%
10%
5%

and Rate of Change of Frequency (RoCoF) measurements are
computed using a moving average filter as described in IEC
61400-27-1 standard [23].
III. D IFFERENT L OAD S HEDDING S CHEMES
4 load shedding schemes and their advantages/disadvantages
are described in the following:

Fig. 2. Transmission System Model [21]

the developed UFLS scheme is generic for any distribution
network. Frequency dependencies of active and reactive power
of different types of loads are designed as:
P = P0 [1 + Kpf (f req − f req0 )]

(1)

Q = Q0 [1 + Kqf (f req − f req0 )]

(2)

Frequency parameters, Kpf and Kqf for different types of
loads are given in Table I.
TABLE I
T YPICAL L OAD FREQUENCY PARAMETERS
Load Type
Residential
Electrical Heating
Non Electrical Heating
Commercial
Electrical Heating
Non Electrical Heating
Industrial

Frequency Parameters
Kpf
Kqf
1
0.8

-1.7
-1.7

1.5
1.7
2.6

-1.1
-0.9
1.6

Four different distribution system networks are connected
at four different locations as shown in Fig. 2. Wind speed and

A. Load Shedding Algorithm using Static Relay (LSA-Static)
Traditionally static relays are installed in selected feeders
based on amount of installed loads in these feeders [4], [31].
Traditionally, a certain number of feeders are selected based
on the historical measured load data of these feeders such
that their disconnection should disconnect the required amount
of load. For example, among the regional reliability councils of North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC),
SERC Reliability Corporation requires that these load shedding strategies should have the capability of shedding certain
percent of demand at the time coincident with the previous
year actual peak demand [32], whereas Southwest Power Pool
(SPP) requires to shed certain percentage of the forecasted
peak load [33]. Generally these feeders are chosen based on
types of loads connected to the feeders, network topology,
equal distribution of loads to be shed etc. [34]. Although this
scheme is very simple and inexpensive to implement, it is suboptimal. In case there is substantial amount of DG connected
to these selected feeders, it may not disconnect required
amount of consumption. Consequently, frequency response
may deteriorate resulting in activation of larger number of load
shedding stages. Therefore, at the end it may disconnect larger
amount of load than required. Another major drawback of this
scheme is that it may disconnect substantial amount of DG.
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Back-up Load
Shedding Relay

Automatic Load
Shedding Static
Relays

Fig. 3. Distribution System Model

This is not desirable since disconnecting generation during
an under-frequency emergency will not reduce the required
amount of consumption. Consequently, the frequency may
keep falling down making the system vulnerable to underfrequency instability.
As shown in Table II, the feeders in the system are expected
to be disconnected to disconnect a predefined amount of
demand, e.g. 10% of the demand should be disconnected at
a frequency of 48.8 Hz [3]. In this article, this scheme is
considered as the baseline scheme to which the performance
of other load shedding schemes are compared. The locations
of these UFLS relays are given in Table III and shown in
Fig. 3. In this scheme, feeder with industrial load of Fig. 3 is
not considered for load shedding (i.e. given very high priority).
This feeder with industrial load represents all the high priority
feeders in a practical distribution networks which are excluded
from load shedding. In our studies equal priorities are given
to the feeders with commercial and residential loads.
TABLE III
L OAD S HEDDING S ETTINGS FOR S TATIC R ELAYS
Stage(k)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Frequency [Hz]
49
48.8
48.6
48.4
48.2
48.1

Amount(Ak )
5%
10%
10%
10%
10%
5%

Locations
Line 4
Line 2
Line 10
Line 5,6
Line 1
Line 7

B. Load Shedding Algorithm using Static Relay with Directional element (LSA-Directional)
One of the major drawback of the load shedding scheme
using static relay is that it may disconnect substantial amount
of DG while disconnecting specific feeders. It is possible
that at certain time of the day, generations from DG can be
higher than consumption for any of these feeders. As a result,

the feeder acts as a generator instead of load. Disconnecting
any such feeder can have detrimental effects on the system
frequency. In order to prevent such scenarios, a directional
power relay element can be incorporated along with the static
relays. This relay checks whether the power flow in the feeder
is from distribution network to transmission network. If power
is flowing from distribution network to transmission network
then the relay is blocked from activation and the corresponding
feeder is not disconnected.
Although this scheme is expected to perform better than
LSA-Static scheme, it is not optimal, as it can disconnect
substantial amount of DG and not disconnect required amount
of consumption.
C. Load Shedding Algorithm using Power Flow (LSA-PF)
This scheme considers the actual value of power that flows
in each feeder along with the direction of the power flow. The
inputs of LSA-PF are the measured frequency, the RoCoF
and the measured active power flows of all the distribution
feeders. It is assumed that the total consumption forecast in
the concerned distribution network is available from TSO.
The flowchart for the scheme is shown in Fig. 4. Power flow
measurements for all the feeders, Pm,i,t are used to select
the feeders for disconnection. It can be observed from Fig.
4 that if any feeder produces more active power than what
it consumes i.e. power flow is negative, it is not considered
for disconnection. Frequency measurements, f reqm,t are used
to find out if frequency is less than load shedding activation
frequency, f reqk (Table II) and RoCoF ((df req/dt)m,t ) is
negative then “Feeder Selection Algorithm” (discussed below)
is run. RoCoF is basically used to identify whether the
frequency is going down or going up. Filtering of the RoCoF
signal is necessary due to the noise generated by differentiating
frequency. Moving Average filter is applied as given in [23].
Feeder Selection Algorithm is described in the following.
As depicted in Table II, the required amount of load to shed
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which feeders to be disconnected based on which signals to
trip the relays are sent. However, it should be noted that since
“0/1 Knapsack Problem” is a integer programming problem,
therefore Pm,i,t and CΣ,k,t,shed are appropriated up to the
second decimal point.

Start
freqm,t
(dfreq/dt)m,t
Is freqm,t < freqk
AND
(dfreq/dt)m,t<0?

Pm,1,t
Pm,2,t
:

Pm,N,t

no

yes
Reject feeders
where Pm,i,t < 0

Feeder Selection
Algorithm

Cf,Σ,t
Send
Tripping
Signals

Trip1
Trip2
:

TripN

End
Fig. 4. Flowchart for Load Shedding using Power Flow

is different, being dependent on frequency stage. Therefore,
the algorithm finds the feeder or the combination of feeders
that have the minimum amount of active power flow greater
than 5% or 10% (denoted by Ak ) of the total consumption,
depending on the load shedding stage.
The amount of consumption needed to be disconnected for
load shedding stage k is given by (3):
CΣ,k,t,shed = Cf,Σ,t ∗ Ak

total num
Xf eeders

−Pm,i,t ∗ xi,t

total num
Xf eeders

−Pm,i,t ∗ xi,t

≤

−CΣ,k,t,shed

xi,t

∈

{0, 1}

i=1

subject to

D. Load Shedding Algorithm using DG data (LSA-DG)
In order to handle the disadvantage of the previous scheme,
a new scheme is developed. This scheme uses the estimate of
the amount of distributed PV and wind generation (described
later) connected to each feeder. Based on these estimates,
all the feeders are prioritized. The feeder selection algorithm
selects the feeders to be disconnected considering the priorities
(described later). The flowchart for this scheme is shown in
the Fig. 5.
Wm,t
Sm,t
Cf,Σ,t
Wf,Σ,t
Sf,Σ,t

(3)

The total consumption needed to be disconnected, CΣ,k,t,shed
is calculated based on the consumption forecast for the distribution network obtained from TSO, Cf,Σ,t . It is assumed
to have low error since consumption does not generally have
large variation in considered time window of 5 minutes.
Feeder Selection Algorithm finds out the feeders for which
the sum of the power flows is greater and as close as possible
to the total consumption to be disconnected , CΣ,k,t,shed . This
is basically a combinatorial optimization problem which can
be modelled as “0/1 Knapsack Problem” [35].
“0/1 Knapsack Problem” for Feeder Selection Algorithm
can be modelled as following:

max

This load shedding scheme has the advantages of improved
frequency response as compared to load shedding using static
relays. This scheme disconnects at least the required amount
of consumption but since this method does not use DG data
it may disconnect substantial amount of generation resulting
in shedding more consumption than required.

i=1

(4)
The objective function is to minimize the sum of the power
flows through selected combination of feeders subject to the
constraint that the sum of the power flows through selected
combination of feeders is greater than the total consumption
to be disconnected. xi represents the switching status of the
feeders. xi is 1 if the feeder should be disconnected or 0
otherwise. The binary vector solution x to the (4) indicates

Estimate DG
for each
feeder

Pm,1,t
Pm,2,t

Start

Reject feeders
where Pm,i,t < 0

Is freqm,t < freqk
AND
(dfreq/dt)m,t<0?

freqm,t
:
Pm,N,t (dfreq/dt)m,t

no

yes
Prioritization
Algorithm

Feeder Selection
Algorithm
Cf,Σ,t

Installed DG
Capacities in
each feeders

Send
Tripping
Signals

Trip1
Trip2
:

TripN

End
Fig. 5. Flowchart for Load Shedding using DG Data

DG Estimation: It should be noted here that the objective
of this paper is not to accurately estimate the amount of DG
connected to each feeder. If any other estimation algorithm is
available it can be readily used. However, it is also important
to keep in mind that any error in estimation algorithm only
introduces error in prioritization of feeders for disconnection,
resulting in a small error while disconnecting the feeders.
Therefore, prioritization algorithm is kept robust enough to
take account of the estimation errors as discussed later.
a) Assumptions for DG estimation:
1) Power flow measurements at the resolution of 1 minute
is considered. However, the redundancy of the measurements increases if measurements are obtained at faster
rate, thereby resulting in better estimation.
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2) Wind speed observed in whole distribution network
is only differed by certain uncertainties. This implies
that if the wind speed measured at DSO (or at the
location where LSA-DG is hosted) is vW then wind
speed observed at any other location in the network is
vW + ηW where ηW is a guassian distribution of error
with µ = 0 and σ = 4%
3) Solar insolation observed in whole distribution network
is only differed by certain uncertainties. This implies that
if the solar insolation measured at DSO is IS then solar
insolation observed at any other location in the network
is IS + ηS where ηS is a guassian distribution of error
with µ = 0 and σ = 4%
4) These assumptions do not take in consideration of local
phenomena such as clouds, wakes, etc. However, if the
amount of DG installed in the distribution network is
sufficiently large, the effects of these local phenomenon
can be neglected without introducing large error.
5) WT connected to each feeder is modelled as aggregated
generation as integral of 500 kW generation. This means
that if the total WT connected to feeder i is 5 MW
then it can be assumed that the feeder has 10, “500 kW
equivalent WT” connected to it.
6) Similarly, total PV connected to each feeder is modelled
as aggregated generation as integral of 100 kW generation. This means that if total PV connected to feeder i
is 5 MW then it can be assumed that the feeder has 50,
“100 kW equivalent PV panels” connected to it.
7) No other types of DGs are considered in the system. Distributed generations such as diesel generators, biomass,
fuel cells etc. can be neglected since the volume of
these generations are in general considerably smaller
compared to wind and PV in most of the distribution
networks.
8) Consumption is assumed to be constant for the selected
time window. The total consumption of the distribution
network is equal to the consumption forecast from the
TSO which is modelled with guassian error ηC with
µ = 0 and σ = 2%
9) Large DGs (large wind farms, CHPs etc.) are generally
connected to dedicated feeders which are exempted from
load shedding. It is assumed that feeder with industrial
loads (Fig. 3) represents all those feeders which are not
considered for load shedding.

nW,i or nS,i should be removed. The maximum number of
unknowns in each distribution network is therefore, 30.
c) Measurement vector:
•

•
•

•

•

[Pm,1,t , .., Pm,10,t , Pm,1,t+1 , .., Pm,10,t+1 , .., Pm,10,t+4 ]:
Power flow measurements for all the feeders for 5
minutes.
[Cf,Σ ]: Total consumption forecast of the network
[nW,Σ ]: Total numbers of 500 kW wind turbine equivalent
connected to the network
[nS,Σ ]: Total numbers of 100 kW PV panel equivalent
connected to the network
=
The
measurement
vector
g
[Pm,1,t , .., Pm,10,t+4 , Cf,Σ , nW,Σ , nS,Σ ] is constituted

Therefore, the number of elements in the measurement vector
g is 53 (sizeg ) whereas, the number of unknowns are 30
(sizen), which makes the system a over-determined system.
d) Constraints:
•

•

Lower Bound: lb = a zero vector of length n, since all
the unknowns can have only positive or zero values
Upper Bound: ub = Installed capacities of each unknown
e) Equations:

C1 − W1,t − S1,t
= Pm,1,t
C2 − W2,t − S2,t
= Pm,2,t
...................................
C10 − W10,t − S10,t = Pm,10,t
C1 − W1,t+1 − S1,t+1 = Pm,1,t+1
...................................
C10 − W10,t+1 − S10,t+1 = Pm,10,t+1
C1 − W1,t+2 − S1,t+2 = Pm,1,t+2
...................................
C10 − W10,t+4 − S10,t+4 = Pm,10,t+4
C1 + ... + C10
= Cf,Σ
W1,t + ... + W10,t
= Wf,Σ
S1,t + ... + S10,t
= Sf,Σ

(5)

b) Unknowns: Number of unknowns for the 10 feeders
in each distribution network is:
•

•

•

•

[nC,1 , .., nC,10 ]: Amount of consumptions connected to
each feeder
[nW,1 , .., nW,10 ]: Number of 500 kW equivalent wind
turbines connected to each feeder
[nS,1 , .., nS,10 ]: Number of 100 kW equivalent PV panel
connected to each feeder
The
unknown
vector
n
=
[nC,1 , ....., nC,10 , nW,1 , ......, nW,10 , nS,1 , ....., nS,10 ]
is constituted

However, it should be noted that if there is no installed wind
or PV generation to feeder i, then corresponding unknown

(5) represents the Kirchoff’s Current Law for all the considered
feeders for each distribution network. Power flow through
each feeder at a given time instant is given as the differences
between total consumption and sum of wind and PV generation for that particular feeder. (5) also shows that the total
consumption, total wind generation, total PV generation in
the distribution network is equal to the consumption forecast,
wind forecast and PV forecast for the considered distribution
network respectively. It can be observed from (5) that consumptions do not change with time. This is in accordance to
assumption 8. By further considering assumptions 5 and 6, (5)
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can be written as:
C1 =
nC,1
.........................
C10 =
nC,10
W1,t = nW,1 ∗ Wm,t
.........................
W10,t = nW,10 ∗ Wm,t
W1,t+1 = nW,1 ∗ Wm,t+1
.........................
W10,t+1 = nW,10 ∗ Wm,t+1
.........................
W10,t+4 = nW,10 ∗ Wm,t+4
S1,t = nS,1 ∗ Sm,t
.........................
S10,t = nS,10 ∗ Sm,t
S1,t+1 = nS,1 ∗ Sm,t+1
.........................
S10,t+1 = nS,10 ∗ Sm,t+1
.........................
S10,t+4 = nS,10 ∗ Sm,t+4

ratio.
Priority or score for each feeder is defined in Table IV,
where, generation for feeder i is calculated as Si + Wi and
TABLE IV
P RIORITIZATION OF FEEDERS BASED ON DG
Generation / Consumption Ratio
≤ 0.2
0.2 - 0.5
≥ 0.5

(6)

n

1
||E ∗ n − g||22
2

subject to

total num
Xf eeders

−Sci,t ∗ Pm,i,t ∗ xi,t

i=1

(7)

where η is the combination of all the errors ηW , ηS , ηC
f) Solution: Since (7) is basically a constrained linear
least square problem (LLSP) [36], its solution can be found
by computing the smallest norm of the error η, i.e.
min

consumption for feeder i is Ci . Scores of all the feeders for the
considered distribution system constitutes Score vector, Sc.
Feeder Selection Algorithm: Feeder selection algorithm discussed with regards to LSA-PF is adjusted here to take Score
vector, Sc into consideration. Therefore, the cost function in
(4) has to be multiplied with Score vector, transforming (4) to
(9).
max

(6) represents the total wind and PV generations for each
feeder based on measurements from a 500 kW wind turbine
and a 100 kW PV panel placed on a central location. Total
generation is equal to total number of equivalent generators
multiplied by the measurements. Substituting the values from
(6) to (5), including the constraints, and rearranging in matrix
form gives;
E ∗ n = g + η such that lb ≤ n ≤ ub

Score (Sci )
1
2
4

(8)

lb ≤ n ≤ ub
Feeder Prioritization: The philosophy of providing priorities to feeders is that some of the feeders will have high
priority loads like hospitals, traction, dedicated feeder with
distributed generation etc. as compared to other feeders. Scores
of the feeders can be selected based on following parameters:
• Type of loads connected to the feeder
• Amount of generation connected to the feeder
• Amount of consumption connected to the feeder
Generally, scores or weighage are given by DSOs based on
their experiences [34]. In our studies, equal priorities are
assumed for all the feeders (except industrial load) based on
load type. If there are any priority / weighage among the
feeders based on load type, then those weighage can simply
be multiplied with assumed scores.
Feeder i is prioritised based on estimated consumption Ci ,
PV generation Si and wind generation Wi obtained from the
solution of (8). In order to make the prioritization algorithm
robust against errors in DG estimation, feeders are only classified into three groups based on their Generation/Consumption

subject to

total num
Xf eeders

−Pm,i,t ∗ xi,t

≤ −CΣ,k,t,shed

i=1

xi,t

∈

{0, 1}

(9)
This load shedding scheme is expected to provide better frequency response as compared to other load shedding schemes
since this scheme prioritizes the feeders with least amount
of DG connected for load shedding. Therefore, this method
also disconnects minimum amount of DG while disconnecting
required amount of consumption.
E. Practical Implementation
While LSA-Directional scheme can be implemented at relay
level, LSA-PF and LSA-DG schemes described in this article
are developed aiming to have them implemented as centralized
control methods at distribution system operator (DSO) control
center which can send automated trip signals to the relays
connected at the feeders. The measurements and consumption,
wind, PV forecasts used in the schemes are either already
available or can be made available to transmission system
operators through Distributed Generation Management systems [37], Network management solutions [38], etc. These
data will have to be transferred to DSOs by TSO. LSA-PF
and LSA-DG schemes can obtain measured power flow data
from the feeders and use the data from TSO to execute the
schemes. Following the computations LSA-PF and LSA-DG
schemes can send tripping signals to the relay to the selected
feeders. Substation automation infrastructure can be used for
data communication. The automation systems generally have
fast communication links using IEC 61850 standard [39].
The advantages of LSA-PF and LSA-DG schemes shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are that feeder selection algorithm, DG
estimation, DG prioritization are independent of frequency or
RoCoF measurements. As a result, these two schemes can be
run independently of disturbances and prioritised list of feeders
to be disconnected.
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LLSP of (8) is a well known problem of state estimation
and has been thoroughly studied and implemented [40], [41].
The advantage of (8) is that number of unknowns are 3 ∗
total num f eeders which is much smaller than number of
unknowns in traditional state estimation algorithms.
Time Complexity of “0/1 Knapsack problem” of (4) and (9)
can be given by the big O notation as O(total num f eeders∗
CΣ,k,t,shed ). Since CΣ,k,t,shed is in p.u., it is sufficiently small.
Consequently, O(total num f eeders ∗ CΣ,k,t,shed ) becomes
linear and only dependent on number of feeders. For example,
if the capacity of distribution network is 2000 MW (and
can be chosen as base power); then in order to shed 5%
of total consumption in this network, CΣ,k,t,shed can have a
maximum value of 0.05 ∗ 2000/2000 = 0.05p.u. Since, “0/1
Knapsack problem” is an integer programming problem, all the
variables are approximated as integers to second decimal point
by multiplying them by 100. Therefore, CΣ,k,t,shed becomes
0.05 ∗ 100 = 5. Consequently, time complexity becomes
O(5 ∗ total num f eeders), which is linear. This implies that
it is possible to implement LSA-DG for very large distribution
systems.
Another important point to note that is the modularity of the schemes. If communication failures happen for
the flowchart shown in Fig. 5 and any signal among
Wm , Sm , Cf,Σ , Wf,Σ , Sf,Σ is lost, the feeder prioritization can
set equal score for all the feeders and the flowchart of Fig. 5
falls back to that of Fig. 4. Similarly, if Cf,Σ is not available
due to some reason, a pre-decided prioritised set of feeders can
be selected for tripping and LSA-PF works similar to LSADirectional. This shows that in case of unavailability of certain
signals, the advanced load shedding schemes can always fall
back to a simpler load shedding scheme thereby, improving
the reliability of the protection system.
IV. R ESULTS
In this section, results from the simulations are explained.
Performance indices are defined in order to quantify the benefit
of using one scheme over another. The different proposed load
shedding schemes are compared with respect to frequency
responses and these different performance indices.

schemes for all possible wind and PV generation scenarios,
Monte Carlo simulation for 400 such time windows are run.
B. Single Time Window
1) Feeder Selection Algorithm for LSA-PF: Table V shows
generation and consumption for all the feeders for a distribution network for a specific instance for both LSA-PF and
LSA-DG.
TABLE V
G ENERATION AND CONSUMPTION IN EACH FEEDER FOR LSA-PF AND
LSA-DG
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pi
[MW]
9.760
8.076
4.147
2.698
2.189
2.952
3.694
3.242
7.917
8.602

Si + W i
[MW]
0.24
1.924
0.853
2.302
2.811
2.048
1.306
1.758
2.083
1.398

LSA-PF
Sci
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

LSA-DG
Sci
1
1
1
2
4
2
2
2
2
1

It can be observed from Table V that all the feeders have
same priority/score (since generations from DG are not known)
based on which “Feeder Selection Algorithm” is run for LSAPF. The outcome of this algorithm is [0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0], which means that feeder 3 and feeder 6 should be
disconnected.
Therefore, total load disconnected = 10 MW and total generation disconnected = 2.901 MW
2) DG Estimation for LSA-DG: Table VI shows the estimated power flow and measured power flow for all the feeders
of a distribution network for a specific instance, based on
which RMSE and NRMSE are calculated.
TABLE VI
E STIMATED AND MEASURED POWER FLOW FOR ALL THE FEEDERS FOR A
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A. Performance Indices
The following indices are defined in order to evaluate the
performance of each scheme:
• ConsReduction: This parameter defines the total reduction in consumption in the transmission network which
is caused due to load shedding as well as change in
frequency. This is defined in p.u. considering 1000 MVA
as base MVA.
• GenReduction: This parameter defines the total reduction
in DG in the transmission network which is caused due
to disconnection of feeders during load shedding. This is
defined in p.u. considering 1000 MVA as base MVA.
• FreqNadir: This is the minimum value of the frequency
reached in Hz.
Initially simulation is run for a single time window of 5
minutes. However, in order to validate the performance of the

Ci
[MW]
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10

Pm,i
9.76
8.076
4.147
2.698
2.189
2.952
3.694
3.242
7.917
8.602

Pe,i
9.7535
8.2791
4.3070
2.9022
2.3945
3.1573
3.8605
3.4140
7.9675
8.8045

s P

− Pe,i )2
= 0.1713M W
total num f eeders
RM SE
N RM SE =
= 0.0226
(max(Pm,i ) − min(Pm,i ))
RM SE =

i (Pm,i

3) Feeder Selection Algorithm for LSA-DG: Table V also
shows generation and consumption for all the feeders for a
distribution network for a specific instance used for LSA-DG.
Priority/score for each feeder (based on Table IV) that can
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be observed in Table V is used to run “Feeder Selection
Algorithm” for LSA-DG. The outcome of this algorithm is
[0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0], which means that feeder 2 should be
disconnected.
Therefore, total load disconnected = 10 MW and total
generation disconnected = 1.924 MW. Therefore, it can
be observed that for the same consumption and generation
scenario, LSA-DG disconnects less amount of DG than
LSA-PF.
4) Frequency Response: In a single time window of 5 min,
the frequency response for all the load shedding schemes
are compared as shown in Fig. 6 and performance indices
are given in Table VII. It can be observed from Fig. 6 that

50

Frequency [Hz]

Load
Shedding
Algorithm

LSAStatic
LSADirect.
LSAPF
LSADG

ConsReduction
Abs.
Improve[p.u.]
ment
over
Static
Relay
[%]
1.4288
-

GenReduction
Abs.
Improve[p.u.]
ment
over
Static
Relay
[%]
1.0802
-

0.862

38.67

0.5055

0.9994

30.05

0.7665

46.35

Relative
Load
Disconnection
[p.u.]
0.3486

FreqNadir
Abs.
Improve[p.u.]
ment
over
Static
Relay
[Hz]
48.39
-

53.20

0.3565

48.57

0.18

0.3975

63.20

0.6019

48.81

0.42

0.1123

89.60

0.6542

48.805

0.415

before is simulated. It should be noted that consumptions are
assumed constant for all these simulated scenarios. For each
scenario, ConsReduction, GenReduction and FreqNadir values
are observed. Maximums, minimums and averages of these
performance indices observed over 400 such simulations are
shown in Table VIII.

50.5

49.5
49
48.5
48
0

TABLE VII
P ERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT L OAD S HEDDING S CHEMES

10

20

30
Time [s]

40

LSA-Static
LSA-Directional
LSA-PF
LSA-DG
50
60

Fig. 6. Frequency responses for different load shedding schemes

FreqNadir values for the LSA-DG and LSA-PF are higher
than LSA-Static and LSA-Directional. From the FreqNadir
values of Table VII, it can be observed that for LSA-Static,
frequency goes down to 48.39 Hz. This implies that there
have been 4 stages of load shedding at 49 Hz, 48.8 Hz, 48.6
and 48.4 Hz. The reason for this is quite a lot of generation
is disconnected by this scheme as a result the relative load
disconnected (given by, ConsReduction-GenReduction) is less.
For LSA-Directional consumption shedding is reduced and
one less stage of load shedding than LSA-Static can be
observed. However, since the frequency nadir is low, it is
evident that amount of relative load disconnected in these
stages is not adequate. It can be seen from Table VII that
although absolute amount of consumptions disconnected are
quite high for LSA-Static and LSA-Directional but relative
loads disconnected are much less than LSA-PF and LSA-DG.
Since, LSA-PF and LSA-DG have similar amount of relative
loads disconnected and same number of load shedding stages
(at 49 Hz), therefore the frequency responses are quite similar.
However, it can be observed that LSA-DG scheme disconnects
much less consumption and generation than other schemes.
C. Monte Carlo Simulations
It should be noted that the results shown in Fig. 6 and
Table VII are for specific generation and load scenario in a
certain time window of 5 minutes. In order to validate the performance over all possible generation scenarios simulations,
several wind and solar generation scenarios are randomly
generated over a profile of 1 meteorological year. For each
of these scenarios, same under-frequency event as discussed

TABLE VIII
P ERFORMANCE I NDICES FOR 400 SIMULATIONS
Load
Shedding
Algorithm
LSAStatic
LSADirect.
LSAPF
LSADG

ConsReduction
Max.
Min.
Avg.
[p.u.]
[p.u.]
[p.u.]

GenReduction
Max.
Min.
Avg.
[p.u.]
[p.u.]
[p.u.]

Max.
[Hz]

FreqNadir
Min.
Avg.
[Hz]
[Hz]

1.48

0

1.027

1.108

0

0.473

49.06

47.94

48.32

1.22

0

0.724

0.665

0

0.232

49.06

48.32

48.54

1.025

0

0.712

0.496

0

0.154

49.06

48.35

48.76

0.907

0

0.461

0.213

0

0.044

49.06

48.62

48.82

It can be observed from Table VIII that LSA-DG performs
much better statistically compared to other load shedding
schemes.
V. C ONCLUSION
The emphasis of this article has been on developing optimal
load shedding scheme which disconnects required amount of
consumption while disconnecting minimum amount of DG.
Different UFLS schemes have been proposed and compared,
incorporating static relays, directional relays, power flow and
DG data. The results have shown that large penetration of DG
can have high impact on system frequency during emergency
conditions. The impacts of unintentional disconnection of DG
during load shedding on frequency response can be larger
frequency dip, more stages of UFLS thereby higher amount
of consumption shedding, more DG disconnection, lesser
amount of relative load shedding as compared to recommended
settings, etc. Novel UFLS scheme considering DG data can
prevent extra stages of load shedding, causing minimum
generation disconnection and better frequency response as
compared to other load shedding schemes. Further studies can
be done on comparison of economic impacts of different load
shedding schemes. In future, studies can be done to compare
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the proposed load shedding schemes with the hybrid load
shedding using both frequency and RoCoF settings.
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